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NOVEMBER 29 , 1994 T U E S D A Y VOLUME UX, No. 45Accounting professor named as new Business dean
By Ajoy Bhomboni
Daily Staff Wiiter
U n i v e r s i t y  a d -  m inistrators Wednesday temporarily resolved the question of who will lead the tumultuous College of Business, appointing ac­
counting professor William Boynton to the position of interim dean.A nationwide search for a permanent dean will begin in fall of 1996. Boyn­ton’s present term will end in June 1997.
The office was vacated by former Dean Allen Haile, who stepped aside Oct. 14 following a vote of no confidence from the Col­lege faculty Sept. 30. Haile, whose tenure lasted 15 months, was the fifth dean
in as many years to leave the Business College’s highest post.Boynton, a former Ac­counting Department head, was picked by Vice Presi­dent for Academic Affairs Robert Koob and Univer­
sity P resident Warren Baker from a pool of six candidates, which included two former deans and cur­rent temporary Dean Wal­ter Rice.The new dean, who will begin his tenure Thursday,
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The Way We Are
Mustang Daily is devoting 
a senes of articles this 
week to explore Cal Poly's 
challenges and successes 
in the search for commu­
nity. Here is a listing of 
w hat to expect:
MONDAY
■ An introduction to 
this week's series
■ A look at the 
personal experiences 
of different ethnic 
students on campus
TODAY
• How different 
groups are labeled 
and what individuals 
prefer to call them­
selves
■ The true free 
speech arena on 
campus -  the U.U. 
bathroom walls
WEDNESDAY
■ What it’s like to be 
gay, lesbian or 
bisexual on a "con­
servative" campus
■ Views from stu­
dents and campus 
figures about equal­
ity in the workplace
THURSDAY
■ Cal Poly’s racial 
harassment policy is 
in the works
■ An update of Cal 
Poly’s sexual harass­
ment policy
Reading I^BRLS
Don’t know what to 
call someone? Just ask.
By Jennifer Oltmonn
Doiy Stoff Wtite(
People seldom hesitate to ask others their names or where they are from, but the same does not always hold true for nationality or ethnic background.Groups and individuals are sometimes labeled as Hispanic, Latino, Asian American, African American or Native American, which is not al­ways the right term to call someone. That’s why, some say, it is better to simply ask.This is the starting point for adopting more open views about the way people are labeled.“Outside groups should stop labeling groups and let them label themselves,” said Associate Professor of Foreign Languages William Martinez. “If I don’t know what to call someone, I ask them. I let them tell me. I don’t make assumptions.”Industrial engineering senior Gener Abella agreed.“If you want to be able to respect a person, you
Sm  LABELS, page 12 Martinoz-Inzunza: "Using a label means making a value judgment." /  Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson
came to Cal Poly in 1985 when he was named head of the Accounting Depart­ment. He has taught full time at the department since 1988.
See DEAN, page 6InmatesmurdercannibalDahmer
By Arthur L Srb
Associated Piess
MADISON, Wis. — Jef­frey Dahmer, who con­fessed to murdering 17 men and boys and cannibalizing some of them, was attacked and killed today whilec l e a n i n gbathroom.A fellow
a p r i s o n
inmate was taken into custody at the prison, said Michael Sul­livan, the state corrections secretary. A bloody broom handle was found at the scene, but Sullivan didn’t know if it was used to kill Dahmer.“There was a great deal of blood in the area of the attack,” corrections depart­ment spokesman Joe Scis- lowicz said. Dahmer had extensive head injuries and died at a hospital, Scis- lowicz said.“Oh my God! My son! How could this happen?” Dahmer’s mother, Joyce Flint, told TV’s “Hard Copy” from her Fresno, Calif., home.Dahmer, 34, was clean­ing a bathroom at the Columbia Correctional In­stitute when he was attack­ed. An inmate who beat his wife to death in a parking lot was injured in the as­sault. The suspect was working with them, Sul­livan said, adding that it was premature to discuss a motive.One of the two guards overseeing the three in­mates on clean-up duty had just left the basketball
See DAHM ER, page 3
Poly hacker continually breaks into network community INSIDE TODAY'S MUSTANG DAILY
By Gab* Jeynt
Dcly Senior Editor
If Cal Poly’s computer networks are a virtual com- m unity , Gregg Bloom might qualify as the virtual black sheep, recognized for his penchant for getting caught doing mischief on the ‘net.“I’ve earned the reputa­tion, I deserve the reputa­tion, but I believe I deserve a clean slate,” Bloom said. Bloom is a business senior, concentrating in manage­ment information systems.
Bloom said his AIX com­puter account is currently frozen — inactivated by AIX administrators — be­cause of a posting he forged to th e  new s g ro u p  rec.arts.disney on the In­ternet, which appeared to come from another user, Christopher Ambler. The post requested information on a Minnie Mouse sex doll.In May of 1993, Bloom was investigated for hack­ing “root” — a level of ac­cess that would allow him to read or destroy any files on the system — on several
ADC machines, a violation of state laws.“They traced it back to me, of course,” Bloom said. “I got a little slap on the wrist.”One year later, in May of 1994, Bloom was con­victed under California’s computer crime law for trying to access restricted files in Cal Poly’s College of Business computer lab.Again, Bloom dismissed his punishment as a “slap on the wrist.”In June of 1994, Bloom’s account was frozen again.
for allegedly using a program called Crack to decode passwords and break into the system.In early November, less than a month after getting his account unfrozen.Bloom said he forged the “Minnie Mouse” post, caus­ing Academic Computing Services to freeze his ac­count yet again.But while Bloom has developed a reputation for doing mischief in Cal Poly’s on-line community, he may
See INTERNET, page 2
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Academic Senate Meeting
The Academic Senate will meet today in Room 220 
in the University Union from 3 to 5 p.m. to vote on 
the calendar issue. The senators, who are Cal Poly 
faculty and staff, will vote on whether or not Cal Poly will remain on the quarter system or will switch to
semesters.
If the Academic Senate votes for a calendar change, 
the final decision will be made by President Warren
Baker.
Members of ASl have urged students to attend the 
meeting to voice opinions and concerns.
TODAY
Voices for Oiildren Orientation Meeting • The San Luis Obispo Court Appointed SpedaJ Advocate Program is holding a meeting for volunteers and supporters, 7-8:30 p.m. Call 541-6542 for location and more information.
WEDNESDAY
Habitat for Humanity Presentation • Call (602) 814-8108 for location and more information.
Ethnic Studies Lecture • Ethnic studies and English professor Gerald Haslam of CSU-Sonoma will speak on,"The Complexion of California Literature," U.U., Room 220, 3 p.m.
Friends of the Estuary at Morro Boy Meeting •  Local biologist Ron Ruppert will talk about the animal and plant species in Los Osos, Inn at Morro Bay, 7:30 p.m. — 528-7874
UPCOMING
WoHd AIDS Day •  Dec. 1. Call 781-4200 for more information on events and activities.
Aoendg hams: c/o Gndy Wahl). Graphic Arts ??6. (al Poly 93407 —  Fox: 756-6784
INTERNET: Hackers test rules and security of Poly’s “virtual community”
From page 1get more recognition than he deserves.“Gregg’s exploits are the best known at Cal Poly, but I’d say it’s not because he is a very good hacker, but rather because he is a lousy one,” said Chris Ellwood, a system administrator for the Electrical Engineering Depart­ment’s cluster of computers.Bloom described himself as “smart enough to (break into Cal Poly computer systems), but stupid enough to get caught.”Ambler, a Cal Poly physics major on leave from the univer­sity, said that in the “virtual” community, crime is an unfor­tunate but inevitable problem.“With 17,000 users, it’s like a small city,” Ambler said. “You get traffic jams, regional planning problems, and unfortunately, crime.”Ambler said the best protec­tion against crime is the sense of community users feel on the net­work — a feeling that is harder to maintain as the system grows.Most hacking stems from curiosity rather than malice. Several users said they enjoy “poking around” the system to learn more about security.Computer science senior Mathew Wetmore said there are acceptable ways for users to ex­plore potential security holes. He said he will always alert system administrators if he suspects a hole exists, before he explores it.George Westlund, who super­vises the ADC computer system for Academic Computing Ser­vices, said he frequently hears about security holes only after a user has exploited them and il­legally gained access to the sys­tem.“If somebody reports some-
thing after they’ve abused it, we’re more likely to react nega­tively,” Westlund said.And at least one user, who asked to be identified only as “Len,” has at times taken it upon himself to correct problems in the virtual community, breaking civil laws and community stan­dards at times.“L en” sa id  he becam e frustrated last spring after reporting security holes to ACS and not seeing them fixed promptly. “Len” said he used Crack to decode 2,600 user’s passwords, and then posted 600 of them on the Internet.Later, “Len” said he made an anonymous post to several local news groups as the “Cal Poly Security Team,” detailing a potential security hole and what he said could be done to fix it.While “Len” made the system vulnerable by exposing security holes, he said it was necessary to get administrators to fix the problems.“Len” described his method as “security through full dis­closure,” in which security holes — and the means to fix them — are made public in an effort to endure that they get fixed.“Len” said that ACS is more known for “security through litigation,” in which the people who report security problems are targeted for investigation.But other users described “Len’s” actions as a form of “vigilante justice.”In no instance is this more clear than when “Len” said he broke into Bloom’s account to “frame” him for trying to crack passwords.“Len” said Bloom was “being too childish to stay on the sys­tem,” and that he broke into
Bloom’s account to make it look like Bloom had been trying to crack passwords.Bloom’s account was frozen for several months.Vice President for Academic Resources Charles Crabb, who will soon head the newly formed Information Technology Services department, said cases like Bloom’s illustrate the need for new administrative and judicial policies.
"If  somebody reports 
something otter they've 
abused it, we ore more 
likely to react nega­
tively."
George Westlund
AIX  supervisor for ACS
“The reality is that if we have a student in a degree area that requires access to computers,” Crabb said, “We have an obliga­tion to provide him the tools needed to complete the major he selected.”Crabb said Director for Judi­cial Affairs Carl Wallace and University Attorney Carlos Cor­dova are currently working on a policy that will dictate how the university deals with students who misuse their computer ac­counts.In addition to issues of com­puter crime, Crabb said the university must tackle new problems like protecting intellec­tual property in an open-comput­ing environment.“We’re dealing with a new area,” Crabb said, “and we’re going to run straight into some legal issues.”Full Time Students...Clieck out The Golden 1 Student Pack!
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MUSTANG DAILY TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1994 3Serb forces bombard Bosnian safe haven; hundreds killed
By Snj«zana Vukic
Assorted  PiessSARAJEVO, B osnia-H er- zegovina — Serb forces pounded a U.N. safe haven in northwest Bosnia with heavy artillery and mortar fire today, proving what a U.S. official has already con­ceded: NATO is unable to stop the assault.Serb fighters from Bosnia and neighboring Croatia control about one-third of the U.N.- declared “safe area” in Bihac and its immediate surroundings.In hand-to-hand combat, their forces were reported closing in on a hospital after two shells struck near the facility, which is over­flowing with 2,000 patients.The Serbs’ war gains have embarrassed the international community. Three NATO air strikes on Serb positions last week were ineffective and repeated international appeals for a cease-fire have been ig­nored.Serb forces were reported 250-500 yards from the Bihac town center, with the front line almost at the Bihac regional hospital’s doorstep.“We don’t know how long we can hold out,” Bihac Mayor Ham- dija Kabiljagic pleaded to reporters in a conference call.DAHMER
From page
c o u r t  a d jo in in g  th e  bathroom when the attack occurred. Sullivan said he did not know where the other guard was at the time.Dahmer’s body was found in the stafTs bathroom and shower area. The injured inmate, Jesse Anderson, was found in the prisoners’ bathroom across the court.
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The Bosnian commander of the 5th Corps, Gen. Atis Dudakovic, reported 94 govern­ment soldiers killed or wounded Sunday, and 114 casualties today. There was no confirmation im m ediately available, nor casualty figures from the Serb forces.Dr. Bekir Tatlic of the regional hospital told reporters Serb forces threw a grenade near the entrance of the hospital today, blowing out most of the w in d o w s  a n d  f o r c i n g  Bangladeshi peacekeeping troops to take refuge behind the build­ing.Tatlic said staff had run out of bandages and plasma to treat the in ju red , including 64 children. Bandages were being washed out and re-used, he said in a conference call from a bunker near the hospital.The Bosnian government said it would accept a U.N. proposal fo r a B ih a c  c e a s e -f ire , demilitarization of the “safe area” and withdrawal of forces, said Michael Williams, spokes­man for Yasushi Akashi, the chief U.N. envoy in former Yugoslavia.B o s n i a n  S e r b s  h a v e  demanded a nationwide cease­fire. Their answer to the U.N.
"The Serbs have. . .  occupied 70 oercent of the country. 
Biere's no prospect, os I see it, of the Muslims winning 
that back."
William Perry
U. S. Defense Secretary
proposal was not immediately known.The Dutch peacekeepers were en route Saturday to the eastern enclave of Srebrenica. The British were headed for Gorazde, another eastern enclave, and Kiseljak, just west of Sarajevo, said U.N. spokesman Maj. Herve Gourmelon.They were last heard from in Serb territory, Gourmelon said.The Serbs now have more than 400 peacekeepers under their control since threatening to take hostages in retaliation for NATO airstrikes around Bihac last week.Fear of more retaliation against the 24,000 peacekeepers in Bosnia is one reason U.N. commanders have refused to call in more air power around Bihac.U.N. officials are instead
pressing the Bosnian govern­ment to accept a peace settle­ment offered by the Serbs on con­dition they keep the 70 percent of Bosnia they now hold.The U.N. previously brokered a plan that would have reduced Serb territory to 49 percent of Bosnia.NATO’s Secretary-General Willy Claes and U.S. Defense Secretary William Perry ad­mitted they could not stop the assault on Bihac, and Perry sug­gested the Bosnian government had lost the war.“The Serbs have ... occupied 70 percent of the country,” Perry told NBC. “There’s no prospect, as I see it, of the Muslims win­ning that back.”He noted the government had tried with offensives such as last month’s from Bihac, but “the
Serbs have d e m o n stra ted  military superiority on the ground.”NATO would comply with any U.N. request for more airstrikes, but it seemed they would not save Bihac, Perry added. And no request appeared forthcoming.
Late Saturday, the U.N. Security Council again refused to call in NATO airstrikes. The council designated six Bosnian regions, including Bihac, as safe havens, but has never said how to defend the zones.
Claes told Belgian television there was an “infernal contradic­tion” between the U.N.’s mission to keep peace and NATO’s to im­pose it.
In Bihac, Kabiljagic called the situation “chaotic and critical.”
“There is fierce fighting going on in the suburbs” and a “con­stant threat” the Serbs could enter the center, he said.
A corridor four to five miles wide remains open to the north of town, but the region is en­circled by Bosnian and Croatian Serbs.
“There is no way out,” Kabil­jagic said. “No one is going anywhere,”
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Mom, dad —  listen to us kids
Well, we have to give the Academic Senators credit for this much — at least they’re being honest.Mustang Daily conducted a telephone poll last week of Cal Poly’s faculty and staff representatives who comprise the Academic Senate. Among the ques­tions we asked was how last spring’s student referen­dum, which overwhelmingly rejected a possible academic calendar switch to semesters, would affect their scheduled vote on the same issue today.By a ratio of more than 2 to 1, the Senators stated the student opposition didn’t strongly sway their posi­tions.At first glance, this finding may appear unremark­able, since the Academic Senate wasn’t designed as a students’ advocate, but instead functions more as an extension of the teachers’ unions.But there is an insidious attitude evident in the responses when one stops to consider that these people wouldn’t have a Job if the students didn’t keep coming to school.Our position is that student opinion is always an important factor in university issues and that the senators’ resistance to student input in this issue comes from crossed purposes between what students and faculty want from a university course. At least they could be willing to listen to what we have to say.It has been noted recently that the number of universities operating on a quarter system has been dwindling.Did anyone stop to consider that this rare feature of Cal Poly — which forces students to operate at a more industrious tempo than the leisurely pace of a semester school — may be exactly what draws the caliber of students we have here?In his recent public comments. President Baker has made it clear he gives at least some credence to the opinion of the Academic Senate on this matter — provided the senators heed the opinion of the stu­dents. Yet the Senate says it gives little consideration to students’ wishes. How can we students make our­selves any more clear?The 15,000 students at this school are not a gaggle of sixth graders whose only concern is when the recess bell will ring. We are conscientious adults who are resentful of the paternal attitude by many senators and the president in thinking only they know what is the best way to educate us.The editorial board strongly encourages them to reconsider the significance of 87 percent of the voting student body proclaiming their abhorrence for a move everyone else seems to insist can only be beneficial.
O pinion Policies
Editorials represent the majority opinion of the Mustang 
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editor judged worthy of larger prominence. Commentaries 
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Take part in World AIDS Day
By The Sexuality Team
The seventh annual observance of World AIDS Day will be commemorated on Thursday.Locally, San Luis Obispo County Health AIDS Program will be coordinating World AIDS Day. Worldwide, 189 countries have designated this day to draw public attention to the AIDS pandemic.On the national level, the American Association for World Health Organization (WHO), its western regional affiliate, the Pan American Health Organization, and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services are coor­dinating activities across the country for the event.World AIDS Day will link communities throughout the United States in unified observance by dimming lighta.In Washington, D.C., the White House will dim its lights from 7:45 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., as a visual demonstra­tion of the commitment to the fight against the AIDS pandemic and in tribute to those living with, and who have died from, AIDS. Here on campus, the U.U. gallery will have a “Day Without Art," where a piece of art will be covered with a black sheet to commemorate all the ar­tists who have died from AIDS.The worldwide effort to meet the challenge of AIDS will be strengthened by stressing how critical it is for in­dividuals and communities to pledge themselves fully to the fight against AIDS. In addition. World AIDS Day will continue to promote, support and care for all HIV-in­fected persons and people with AIDS, their families and friends, and help combat discrimination and isolation.
As o f mid-1994, WHO estimated that 17 million men, women and children worldwide had been in­fected with HIV and that ap­proximately 4 million o f  those in­dividuals had developed AIDS.
Dr. Michael H. Merson, Executive Director of WHO’s global Programme on AIDS, stated that “if we all do our utmost within our families of choice — whether they are people who share our home or those who share our planet — we shall help immeasurably to defeat AIDS in every family.”
Many churches around San Luis Obispo will also pay tribute to World AIDS Day with the 14 Bells Project. At 1:40 p.m. Thursday, participating churches will ring their bells 14 times, to symbolize the 14 years which have passed since Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome was first identified as a condition.
"If we all do our utmost within ourfamilies o f  choice  —  whether they are people who share our home or those who share our planet  —  we shall help immeasurably to defeat AIDS in every fam ily. ”Dr. Michael H. Merson WHO Programme on AIDS *•
All communities are being affected by the continuing spread of the AIDS pandemic. As of mid-1994, WHO es­timated that 17 million men, women and children worldwide had been infected with HIV and that ap­proximately 4 million of those individuals had developed AIDS. In the U.S., as of December 31, 1993, 361,164 people had been diagnosed with AIDS, and of those, 220,736 have died. These numbers do not include all people who have tested positive for HIV, but have not yet developed AIDS.
The ultimate goal is to have as many people as pos­sible within U.S. communities and around the world com­municating about HIV/AIDS to heighten awareness of AIDS as a global challenge and to create the unity essen­tial to the worldwide effort against AIDS.
For more information on World AIDS Day activities that are planned for San Luis Obispo call SLO County Health AIDS Program at 781-5540.
• The Sexuality Team is a division o f Cal Poly’s Stu­dent Health Network.
Poly’s new attitude toward Islam appreciatedThe Muslim Students’ Association at Cal Poly and the San Luis Obispo Muslim Community have received with great joy the news of teaching Islam in the philosophy department under the new prefix Religious Studies, and not merely as a philosophy.As both professors (Judy) Saltzman and (Diane) Michelfelder correctly emphasize, philosophy, in the realm of theory, is different from religion, which expres­ses different ideologies of spiritual realities.Islam, for example, cannot be simply understood as a theory, but as a way of life, and a practice of concepts at the individual, family, social, political and economic levels. It bears ethical and aesthetic values that relate to philosophy but transcend it in relation to the epis­temological monotheistic understanding of life and the universe. This understanding affects all aspects of a Mus­
lim’s life.The Muslims also appreciate the explaining of the his­torical origins of Islam and its sources, the Qur’an and the Prophet Muhammad’s practice. The multicultural minority of eight million Muslims in the U.S. sees the on-going dynamic process of diversity as enhancing the feelings of a Universal Brotherhood beyond rate and color, which is closer to the nature of Islamic teachings.Once again, on behalf of the Muslim students and the community, I deeply thank Dr. Judy Saltzman and Dr. Diane Michelfelder for a highly sympathetic and thought­ful approach to Islam which is truer to the reality of this faith.
Dr. Rasha ol-Disuqi 
Ethnic studies professor
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DEAN: After tumultuous five years, Business College names Boynton as dean; said he aims to restructure and stabilize
From page 1Before coming to Cal Poly, Boynton served as associate dean for Faculty Affairs at Mclntire School of Commerce at the University of Virginia, where he also served as director of graduate studies, coordinator for the accounting area, and profes­sor of accounting.Also a Certified Public Ac­countant, Boynton earned his doctorate degree from Michigan State University in 1976.He said he expects a challenge but is enthusiastic about the op­portunity to head a college which has had its share of turmoil.“Our first job is to resolve our restructuring and basically sort out what our structure will be for the remainder of the academic year,” Boynton said. Once that task is accomplished, he said, a committee will be established to develop a permanent structure to implement for the College.A sense of relief was shared among some of the College’s
faculty members when they heard of Boynton’s appointment. Many said they feel he is the key to healing a program which has suffered many downturns within the past five years with the various deans who have at­tempted to head the College.“We went through major restructuring, and it was a failure,” said accounting profes­sor Earl Keller. “I think he’s going to take a big step into put­ting us back into shape.”Besides Rice and Boynton, the College’s replacement search committee also interviewed four other candidates within the Col­lege, including former College Deans Walter Perlick and John Rogers, business administration professor Kenneth Reiner and in­dustrial technology professor Fred Abitia.According to accounting professor Jack Robison, head of the search committee, the can­didates went through a mini­mum of eight interviews. The in­
terviews were conducted with student groups, a staff group, and a faculty group. Separate from those, the committee con­ducted their own interviews, as did Baker and Koob.'The candidates also met with the other five college deans and the vice-presidents of the univer­sity.The sea rch  co m m ittee  screened the candidates for two weeks before submitting a list of two finalists to Koob and Baker. They made their decision within 24 hours.The quick decision concerned business senior Brad Howard, the only student representative on the search committee.“You don’t make a decision like that overnight,” Howard said. “I’m a little disappointed in Baker and Koob that they made their decision so quick.”When the two-week interview process concluded, the committee requested written recommenda­tions from faculty and staff mem­
bers for each candidate. Recom­mendations made by student groups were represented by Howard while recommendations made by the college deans were represented by College of En­gineering dean Peter Lee, also a committee member.But Howard agreed Boynton was right for the job. Howard said Boynton expressed a general concern for the students, a con­cern many business students felt was ignored by previous deans.“One of the things Bill had mentioned was that he was going to try to re-establish a college council where student represen­tatives, faculty representatives, and staff will all have equal say in voicing their opinions,” Howard said.Robison confirmed that an un­derlying reason for bringing Boynton to the position was to bring stability to a college which has been pulled in various direc­tions.“A short-term goal is to get
back unity within the college,” Robison said. He added that Boynton’s “integrity and leader­ship style” impressed inter­viewers.Keller said Boynton should be a stabilizing force, something that was not clearly seen in other candidates.“I think what was seen with some of the other candidates was a political stance in taking sides,” Keller said. “I just don’t see that in Boynton.”Rice, who served as interim dean following Haile’s departure and was also a candidate for the permanent position, said he was comfortable with the decision and saw it as a positive sign for the College.“We’ve gone through a series of deans, so we’re looking for­ward to a period of stability and consistency in leadership (from Boynton),” Rice said. “I think (Boynton) has the ability and the instincts to master the job at a high level.”
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Job outlook brightening for new year
Assxioted Pfess
NEW YORK — American companies plan to add workers to payrolls in early 1995 at the fastest pace in six years, accord­ing to a quarterly survey by a temporary employment com­pany.The findings by the Manpower Inc. survey substantiated other data that show the U.S. economy is continuing to strengthen, creating more jobs as demand rises for American goods and ser­vices at home and abroad. Un­employment hit a four-year low of 5.8 percent in October and is expected to remain at that level or fall further.Twenty-two percent of com­panies surveyed said they plan to increase hiring in the January- March quarter, while 12 percent said they expect to decrease the payroll.The hiring rate is the fastest since 22 percent of poll respon­
dents said they’d increase hiring during the first quarter of 1989. The latest results compare with 18 percent of U.S. employers an­ticipating more hiring and 13 percent planning decreased hiring in the comparable period a year ago.American manufacturers ex­pressed the most active hiring plans. Among makers of long- lasting products like machinery and appliances, 32 percent said they planned to hire more people while 9 percent said they planned to decrease- employment.Among makers of nondurable goods, 24 percent plan to recruit more and 10 percent will reduce the payrolls.In another finding of economic strength, wholesale and retail trading businesses plan to retain many workers after the holiday rush, the poll showed, in contrast to their historical tendency to lay workers off after Christmas.Geographically, hiring plans
are strongest among companies in the South and Midwest, but Manpower said all regions are showing the highest hiring projections since before the last recession in 1990-91.“Any question as to the durability of this recovery in the short term is certainly resolved in the new findings,” said Mitchell S. Fromstein, Man­power’s chief executive officer.He said the results also sug­gest an underly ing  labor shortage looms, particularly at lower wage-level jobs.Manpower, based in Mil­waukee, is one of the world’s leading temporary help firms, providing employment to 1.5 mil­lion people through operations in 36 countries.It has been conducting the employment survey for 18 years, based on telephone interviews with more than 154,000 public and private employers in 469 U.S. cities.Gang youths say firefighting gets them off streets
Asswiated Piess
LOS ANGELES — As a mem­ber of the East Los Angeles Az­tecs firefighting team, Danny Cortez has helped save the lives of strangers. But he says joining the on-call unit also may be help­ing to save his own.The new unit, one of several that recruits former gang mem­bers and residents of gang-in­fested neighborhoods looking to get out, has spent weeks away from home fighting fires for the U.S. Forest Service.“I grew up in the neigh­borhood. I had problems with gangs all my life,” said Cortez, 21, who was charged with mur­
der twice but wasn’t convicted. “If every neighborhoo ’ had a firefighting crew, there’d be no violence in L.A.”The Aztecs were trained in the spring, and have about 25 ac­tive members. They’re paid $9 an hour, more if tney take on leadership roles.Members can be summoned up on short notice to help fight fires across the West, and the work is grueling. But members say it takes them away from gang violence, pays some bills and helps them build self-es­teem.For some, just getting out of Los Angeles was a big draw.“You could really think out
there,” Cortez said, recalling a recent trip. “There’s a lot of our crew that had never even been out of L.A.”Some members still deal in drugs when not on call, but mem­bers blamed that on the fact that the job is only seasonal.“This job keeps us busy,” said Aztec Afred Mendoza. “You ain’t got to look over your back.”Forest Service officials said the Aztecs have received out­standing performance ratings at every job site this year.“If we had an earthquake or a fire tomorrow,” said Gregory S. Greenhoe, a Forest Service deputy fire management officer, “we’d call the Aztecs.”
Study shows differences between men and women depend on questions asked
Assxioted Press
FRESNO — The conventional wisdom that women can’t handle some tasks as well as men may simply result from cultural dif­ferences in the way questions are asked more than genetic dif­ferences, a university professor says.Research which his students at California State University- Fresno helped conduct suggests that a key is the way tasks are set up and questions asked, said Matthew Sharps, an associate psychology professor.N eutral questions which didn’t mention anything about spatial characteristics such as map-reading resulted in in­creased female performance. Sharps said. Spatial cognition refers to thought processes con­cerning such things as locations, orientations and manipulation of objects and images in space.“Where spatial abilities of traditionally male occupation in­formation showed up in the in­structions, male performance went up significantly, and female performance either stayed stable or dropped,” Sharps said.“When no such information was provided, when the subjects had no way of knowing they were doing a ‘spatial’ or ‘male’ task, no significant sex difference was ob­served.”Sharps concluded that “there are ways of setting up a task that minimize sex differences.”The Fresno State research in­volved experiments that dealt with memorization and mental- image manipulation skills and a variety of instructions.
"Tliere's a very strona 
belief out there that the 
spatial abilities of men -  
map reading and so on -  
far exceed the spatial 
abilities of women."'
Matthew Sharps
CU-Fresno psychology professor
Some instructions emphasized the spatial characteristics of the work or the use of skills used with traditional male jobs.Other respondents received instructions that did not mention spatial characteristics or em­phasized use of skills in tradi­tionally female areas such as handicrafts.“There’s a very strong belief out there tha t the spatial abilities of men — map reading and so on — far exceed the spa­tial abilities of women,” Sharps said.“However, our findings indi­cate that some of these perceived differences may result more from socio-cultural expectations than from actual cognitive differen­ces.”The bottom line. Sharps said, is that “if you think you’re not supposed to be good at some­thing, you probably won’t be.”
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Monarch butterfly population shrinking Government won’t appealreinstatement of gay sailorAsso^d^ie«___
SANTA CRUZ — Where have all the inonarchs gone?Experts say they are baffled by the continuing decline in the monarch butterfly population in California.“Three years ago when the population fell dramatically, I said it was normal,” said expert John Lane. “I can now officially say I am considering beginning to be worried.”Santa Cruz’s Natural Bridges State Park, famous as the winter home for hordes of the black and orange butterflies, is hosting the smallest collection ever, and thousands have already been killed by cold weather or birds.
The butterflies, which come from as far away as Canada, spend the winter huddled in eucalyptus trees.“Monarch numbers are low everywhere in the state, so it’s not like they just went some­where else,” said Beth Bell, a graduate student at the Univer­sity of California, Santa Cruz, who has charted the monarch population in the area for 14 years.The problem probably lies out­side the Golden State, said Cal Poly biology professor Kingston Leong. He suspects that a decline in the quality of monarch habitat in breeding grounds in states like Montana, Wyoming, Oregon and in British Columbia
may be to blame.Leong says he fears the monarchs are suffering from a shortage of milkweed, the only food of monarch caterpillars. He thinks the milkweed population was decimated by recent hot, dry summers in the West, but only a survey of plants can prove that theory.Disease also could be to blame, he says, pointing out that many monarchs have been found to be infested with a parasite.“It could be one of the causes, but it is not the primary cause,” he said.But the exact cause is still a mystery, says Bell.“It’s really anybody’s guess,” she said.
By Micho«l J. Sniflen
Associoted Piess_ _ _ _ _ _
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WASHINGTON — The Clin­ton administration won’t ask the Supreme Court to overturn the reinstatement of a sailor who declared his homosexuality on television.Solicitor General Drew Days, who represents the government in the Supreme Court, gave no explanation Monday for his decision not to ask the justices to overturn a court order that reinstated Navy sonar operator Keith Meinhold, Justice Depart­ment spokesman Joe Krovisky said.Meinhold revealed on national television in 1992 that he is gay. He was discharged under old military regulations that were replaced last year. The old Pen­tagon policy treated declarations of homosexuality as grounds for discharge.Krovisky said Days made no decisions on the other 10 old policy cases now in district or ap­pellate courts. An administration official who declined to be iden­tified said Days has no plans for appeals in any old policy cases.One of the old cases, that of National Guard Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer, a lesbian from Washington state, has been put on hold by the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in the hope that a final ruling in the Meinhold case will settle hers as well. Like M einhold , she has been reinstated pending the outcome of the court battles.In another old policy case, the government won last week in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. That court ruled 7-3 that the U.S. Naval Academy does not have to reinstate a top student, Joseph C. Steffan, who was forced to resign in 1987, six weeks from graduation, because he admitted he was gay.The administration would rather concentrate its attention
on defending cases under the Clinton administration’s new “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy, the administration official said. One such case is pending in the U.S. 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals.Under the new policy, service members who declare their homosexuality face discharge un­less they can prove they won’t engage in homosexual acts while in the service. Last month, the government told the 2nd Circuit that, in three instances under the new policy, gay service mem­bers have been able to overcome the presumption th a t they engage in or are likely to engage in homosexual acts, and they have been retained in the military.In the Meinhold case, a three-judge panel of the 9th Cir­cuit unanimously upheld U.S. District Judge Terry Hatter’s reinstatement of Petty Officer Meinhold, who was denied re-en­listment after disclosing his homosexuality. But the 9th Cir­cuit overturned the judge’s nationw ide order bann ing  military discrimination based on sexual orientation.The 9th Circuit said the case should be resolved by simply for­bidding the Navy to discharge Meinhold solely because of his statement, which expressed no desire to engage in prohibited sexual conduct.The administration official said the 9th Circuit ruling in the Meinhold case did not touch con­stitutional issues and would not affect enforcement of the new policy.
In addition, the official said, Clinton administration lawyers like the part of the 9th Circuit ruling that said it is constitution­al to discharge service members for homosexual acts or for state­ments demonstrating a propen­sity to engage in such acts.
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Students can nominate professors for award for job well done
RebMca Starrick
Doilv Stoff Wiilei
Cal Poly students who really want to let their professors know what they think have the oppor­tunity to do just that by filling out a nomination slip for the Dis­tinguished Teacher Award.The Distinguished Teacher Award is a way for Cal Poly stu­dents to praise teachers for a job well-done.Any full-time student, faculty or staff member may submit one or more nominations for a profes­sor.Even though faculty and staff can nominate their colleagues, the award is based mainly on student nominations, according to Sue McBride, a member of the
Distinguished Teacher Award Committee. McBride was an award recipient in 1986.B right pink and green nominations forms — dispersed throughout campus — can be filled out to nominate a profes­sor. The forms include the professor’s name, department and a supporting statement.McBride said it’s important for students to give supportive information on the forms.“It’s one of the very few oppor­tunities for good teachers to be awarded,” McBride .«Ciid.However, few students take advantage of the opportunity to nominate professors for the award.The committee reviews be­tween 50 to 90 nominations.
McBride said.“I guess they (students) just don’t put forth the effort,” McBride said.According to McBride, some people don’t know about the award.Kelly Kalcevich, a biology sophomore, doesn’t think people know about the nominations.Kalcevich works in the library where forms are available and hasn’t noticed anyone filling them out.“I haven’t filled it out,” Kal­cevich said.Journalism senior Christy Nakamura said she would like to nominate one of her journalism professors, who she said in­tegrates current information into the lectures.
Supreme court allows ‘Joe Camel’ suit to proceed
By Richard Corelli
Assaiated Press
W ASHINGTON — The Supreme Court refused to derail a California lawsuit accusing a cigarette maker of using Joe Camel, a suave cartoon charac­ter, to entice children to smoke.The court, acting without comment Monday, turned away arguments by R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. that federal law pre-empts any such proceeding in a California state court.“We are not surprised; neither are we disappointed," said com­pany spokeswoman Peggy Carter after learning of the court’s ac­tion. “We are prepared to go for­ward to defend ourselves. ... There is no basis for this com­plaint.”
Reynolds, which manufac­tures Camel cigarettes, was sued in 1991 by San I7iancisco lawyer Janet Mangini. Sne says she acted after hearing a report that Joe Camel was as familiar to children as Mickey Moi 'e.Mangini is seeking a ban on Joe Camel ads and also is asking for a company-financed cam­paign advising children that “smoking is not cool.”“As an individual citizen, I thought something should be done about that, that Reynolds was pandering to children,” Man­gini said.Her lawsuit alleges that Reynolds, a subsidiary of RJR Nabisco Inc., had violated a California law barring unfair business practices.A state trial judge threw out
the lawsuit, ruling that state regulation of smoking was block­ed by a federal law, the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertis­ing Act.A section of that law says: “No requirement or prohibition based on smoking and health shall be imposed under state law with respect to the advertising or promotion of any cigarettes (in packages carrying the federally required warnings).”A s ta te  ap p ea ls  court reinstated Mangini’s lawsuit, and its ruling was upheld by the California Supreme Court last June.The state court did not rule that the Joe Camel campaign is aimed at minors, an allegation Reynolds denies. The issue was left for resolution at a trial.
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The committee takes about four or five hours to review nominations, McBride said.Each committee member receives a copy of all the nomina­tions.
“We read all nominations and attempt to decipher which seems to be better than others,” McBride said.>After reviewing the nomina­tions, eight to 10 finalists are selected. Then, committee mem­bers visit classes of all the finalists to review teaching methods and interaction with students, McBride said.
This award has been an an­nual tradition for the past 31 years, McBride said.
Usually three $1,000 awards are given to the outstanding teachers by the Alumni Associa­tion at spring quarter graduation ceremonies, McBride said.Professors are chosen based on a variety of criteria, according to McBride. Some of the criteria include: excellence in teaching, organization and enthusiasm and concern for students.
Not all instructors are eligible for the award.
Only full-time tenured faculty members teaching during this academic year who have not previously won the award are eligible.
Nominations are currently being accepted until Dec. 10.
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Assaioted Piess
THOUSAND OAKS — A so- called flesh-eating bacteria killed the chancellor of the Ventura County Community College Dis­trict just three days after he went to a hospital emergency room with throat and leg pain.Thomas G. Lakin, 50, died Sunday of streptococcal infection at Los Robles Regional Medical Center, where he first sought treatment on Friday, said hospi­tal spokeswoman Jill Donahue.Popularly called “flesh-eating bacteria,” it is formally known as necrotizing fasciitis, or death of tissue. Doctors are still puzzled as to what causes the bacteria.Lakin was the fourth known fatality from the deadly bacteria in Ventura County, said Dr. Mark Mazur, director of infec­tious diseases at Los Robles Regional Medical Center.Lakin had complained of a severe sore throat and a swollen right leg last Wednesday, but he didn’t seek medical treatment until Friday, when he went to the Los Robles emergency room, said Vice Chancellor Jeff Marsee.
He was treated at the hospital for symptoms of strep throat but was released hours later after in­itial treatments, said Marsee. He returned to the emergency room Saturday night with sharp leg pains.Necrotizing fasciitis usually starts with increasing and ex­cruciating pain in an extremity, after which the affected skin can become red and lender. Within 24 hours, shock, organ failure and death can occur.Deadly strains of streptococ­cus are rare. The federal Centers for Disease Control and Preven­tion said 500 to 1,500 cases of severe necrotizing fasciitis occur each year in the United States.Earlier this year, tabloid headlines screamed about the in­fection after 11 people died in an outbreak in England. Some lost skin or muscle as a result of the infection, which can spread as rapidly as an inch an hour.The bacteria often enter the body through a cut or otherbreak in the skin and attack the fascia, the deepest layer of skin. The deadly strains produce a
toxin that poisons skin and muscle tissue or internal organs, causing the body’s own disease fighters to careen out of control,Lakin was hired in 1991 as chancellor of the 28,000-student community college system, which includes Oxnard, Moorpark and Ventura colleges. He was the county’s highest ranking black public official,“He was a ch am p io n  prizefighter for our colleges. In spite of budget cuts and day-to- day problems, he was deter­mined to keep our colleges going,” said district trustee Timothy Hirschberg.Lakin earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees and a Ph.D. at the University of California, Los Angeles. He held administra­tive positions at Los Angeles Harbor College, Los Angeles Mis­sion College and Los Angeles 'Trade Technical College.Lakin is survived by his wife, Karen; four daughters, Lesa and Lori, who live in Los Angeles, and Ashley and Evin, who live at the family home in Thousand Oaks. Funeral arrangements were incomplete.Poll finds workers support diversity efforts
Associated Press_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
LOS ANGELES — Despite well-publicized arguments over equal opportunity on the job, many workers support efforts to promote diversity, according to a Los Angeles 'Times poll published Monday.R esearchers found th a t Americans, widely believed to be at odds over issues such as preferential hiring and promo­tion on the basis or race or sex, actually favor efforts toward workplace fairness and many want even more done.
Among blacks, 46 percent said they had suffered discrimination on the job in the past five years. An equal number said they had not.
Workplace relations between men and women were judged good to excellent by 88 percent of the sample, including 91 percent of the women.
Eighteen percent of the women polled said they had been subjected to gender discrimina­tion in the last five years, versus 10 percent of the men.
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The new-old Volkswagen: a Beetle or not a Beetle?
By Mark Helm
Assaioîed Piev
Thirty-nine percent of respon­dents said enough was being done to guarantee minorities fair treatment at work, but 30 per­cent said the nation had gone overboard and 26 percent said more was needed.For example, 83 percent of respondents said race relations were good to excellent at their work. Fifty-two percent of African Americans surveyed were in that category.Of blacks, 66 percent wanted more aggressive efforts, while 19 percent of whites wanted to go faster.
FRANKFURT, Germany — Is it a bug or isn’t it?“Well, yes, b u t ...” Volkswagen responded Monday when asked if a new car the company plans to produce is indeed a reincarnated Beetle.The new car, to be sold in the United States, Canada and South America, will have the familiar domed chassis. But in­stead of the old rear-mounted, air-cooled engine, the car will have a lean, front-mounted en­gine and new safety features.“This is a whole new car,” company spokesman Matt Gen- nrich said. “The only similarity to the Beetle would be from an aesthetic point of view.”With the new car, Volkswagen hopes to cash in on American nostalgia for a legend on four wheels that during the 1960s came to symbolize cheap, reliable transportation.Gennrich said VW asked its California design studio in late 1992 to come up with a new car that would appeal to Americans. The car, called Concept One, was introduced at the Detroit Auto Show in January.
“Everyone said, ‘That’s the Beetle of the future,”’ said Gen­nrich. VW was deluged with thousands of letters from bug fans asking that the car be built.“We didn’t call the new car a Beetle, the public did,” said Gen- n r i c h ,  c o n f i r mi n g  t h a t  Volkswagen’s supervisory board had decided Friday to go ahead with production.VW plans to begin building the car before the end of the decade, he said. The company has previously indicated the new Beetle might be built in Mexico and be priced at between $12,000 and $13,000,The Beetle, the “people’s car” that Volkswagen was created to build, was desig^ned by German engineer Ferdinand Porsche in 1934, shortly after Hitler came to power.European production stopped in 1978, and the model was pulled from U.S. auto showrooms more than a decade ago after costly air pollution and safety re­quirements made it obsolete.The Beetle is still made in Mexico and Brazil, and with some 21 million Beetles having rolled of the assembly line, it is th e  w o rld ’s b e s t - s e l l in g  automobile.
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TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS. CALL 756-1143
HIKING BOOTS
1-DAY SALE SPONS. BY SAM CLUB 
BOOTS $5-25 (reg. $50-110.00) 
WED 11/30 10-2pm In UU Plaza
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or 26-226.
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MUSTANG TAVERN 
$2.25 PITCHERS 
ALWAYS!!!!
POLY PHASE
$ FINAL PAYBACKS $
THURSDEC 1 «  11;00 
POLY PHASE CAGE IN MEP BLDG(40) 
HOTLINE 756-6050
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The Actives would like to thank 
the Associates and Dates 
for the festive Pledge-Active! 
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Wanted
KCPR
THE WINTER S TALE 
By Wiliam Shake»eare  
Special Parformanca Dec 1 & 3 
at 7:30pm In Tha SLO Mission 
Tickets are $3.00 and available 
In the En^bh Depl. 47-32 
Brought to you by the students 
of Engi. 510 & 339 & Iheir Irlends.
Did you know a l the money you 
spend at Second Edlion cjoes 
back to the students?
Second 
Edition
owned & operated by AS I
.,ff|AVY L'S BURGERS IS LOCATED IN 
t h e  MUSTANG TAVERN. COME ON IN!!
OVERSEA STUDY
INFOTH 12/1 UU RM 220 11AM M TNG
STUDY SPANISH IN CUERNAVACA. 
Mexico this summer.
It you are interested in finding 
out about Cal Poty's slucty 
program In Mexico, come to a 
GENERAL INFORMATION meelirtg on 
Th. Doc. 1st. from 11-12 Bldg 53-202
Personals '-  •
Pen Pal Needed
I am an Inmate at Folsom Prison. My name Is 
B B Butlertiekj. I am Irom SLO and trying to 
find a pen pal to keep me up to dale on whals 
goirvj onin SLO. My address is 
H3424 l-C-4-13
Old Folsom Prison, PO Box W. 
Represa, CA 95671
O K A
Little Bros your Big Bros 
Congratulate You on a Week 
WeM Done You're All Studs
3 £ i ^ e n t s  
COLLEGE NIGHT
O  TorUNa Flats Tues 11/29 O 9 
Sponsored by XA0
6S~ L o stX F o u n d 'J f
FOUND!!
• RING * BRACELET • CAR KEYS *
Please inquire Bldg 03 Rm 100
Wanjed
Seeking Grad Tickets 
:eremony Call 5437792
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. BE A 
SURROGATE FOR A CHILDLESS 
COUPLE. $14,000.1-800-308-7367
Is looking for
INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED IN
ISSUES
AND INTERESTED IN DEVELOPING 
TALK/NEWS PROGRAMS WITH KCPR 
FOR MORE INFO. STOP BY 26-201 
AND ASK FOR LYNN BEFORE Jan. 3rd!
GRAD TICKETS!
1 need 5 tickets for the a m 
ceremony. Will give $ or 
HOMEMADE COOKIES 
Call Amy O 545-8507
Miscellaneous
If you would like to place a 
CLASSIFIED AD, come by the 
Mustang Dally office or slop 
by the lTu . Information desk 
to fill out an order tormlll 
Ads must be received two days 
prior to run date by 11 a.rn.
ISI. Servicès/
Auto Safety Hotline: To get or 
give inlormatlon about motor safety 
problems, recalls or investigations. 
Call 1-800-424-9393
Math tutor all #100-500 coursés 
Ph D. College Professor 528-0625
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 Pts 
GRE214 Pts 
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW (805)995-0176
SIX SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED!! 
CALL 1-800 C077EGE 1-800-2677343
A LOT OF PEOPLE DOKT 
PRIHOPLES, BOT 7  DO.' 
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Opportunities
!!! CAUTION !l!
Make No investments Or Provide 
Banking or Credit Inlormatlon 
Without Investigating Adverlisements 
In The Opporlunittes Section
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000 GRANTS 
AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENT. EVER. 
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1 -800-243-2435
Employment
$1500 weekly possbie mailing our 
circulars! Info; call 202-298-8952
CUSTOMEITsERVICE“*  d a t a  ENTRY 
KNOWLEDGE OF PET PRODUCTS VERY 
HELPFUL 20-40HRS APPLY IN 
PERSON 8AM-5PM LEMOS RANCH 
2527 LOS BERROS ARROYO GRANDE
PAID MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP: BE 
TRAINED IN MKTG. SALES. INTERVIEW­
ING. MOTIVATION OF EMPLOYEES. ETC 
EARN MINIMUM OF 2500 TO 10K MAN­
AGING A BRANCH OF STUDENT WORKS 
PAINTING. MOST HIRING DONE BY NOV 
FOR SPRING/SUMMER POSITIONS 
CALL (800) 394-6000 FOR INFO
WILDFLOWER TRIATHLON STUDENT 
TEAM LEADERS VARIOUS POSITIONS 
FOR 1995 TRIATHLONS AT LAKE SAN 
ANTONIO KNOWLEDGE OF TRIATHLON 
ORGANIZING. APPLICATIONS DUE NOV 
30 CALL 756-1288
For Saie
Almost new while daybed with 
mattress $100 00 obo. Craftsman 4.0 
horsepower self propelled mower 
6 mos old $100.00 Black laquer 
dresser w/ 6 drawers $80 00 obo 
call Allison 546-9321
Stereo Equipment
AUDIOA/IDEO/CAR ELECTRONICS 
ALL MJR BRANDS. LOWEST PRICES' 
ASK FOR BRIAN 805-541-3095
Automobiies
90 NISSAN MAXIMA LOADED CLEAN 
SUN ROOF $10,500 65M MILES 528-4954
Homes for Sale
3 bank-owned condos for sale 
Near Cal Poly. Owner linancing 
$99000 each B 4 A Realty 927-3887
FREE LIST ol all HOUSES 4 CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E 
Steve Nelson***543-8370***
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Free expression, outrageous as it 
gets, finds a perfect medium in 
one place on campus —  the 
University Union bathrooms.
By Silas Lyons
Doily Editor in Chief
When Cal Poly speaks its true mind, the results can be crude, enlightening — even illegal.For better or worse, the white sheets of cardboard on the University Union’s bathroom walls may be the purest bastion of free thought to be found at Cal Poly.“In the past, the Student Af­fairs Division looked at the type of literature that is written on the boards to determine what types of issues are on students’ minds,” said John Stipicevich, director of operations for ASI.The medium is so scorchingly honest it’s obliterated when im­portant visitors come to town, Stipicevich said, and so hatefully straightforward at times that the
scrawlings have been passed along to Judicial Affairs as potential evidence.There’s everything from sketched pornography to deep philosophical insight, from politi­cal discourse to pop psychology.Advocates of unregulated speech deplore the “chill” cast on it by campus behavior codes.Bathroom walls, then, act as a type of test tube for a brand of speech that has been stripped of both official and societal restraints.The result is a stark insider’s view at the opinions Cal Poly harbors behind its polite mask.There are the delicious hints of rebelliousness; “I smoke pot. Howz about you?”And cheap advice on love:“Get a life. Men are great, but don’t stress over them so much
— they usually don’t over you. Wait until one worships you.”And, finally, there’s deep philosophy: “Selected quotes from the greatest minds of our time;“ ‘Hey Butt-head, wouldn’t it be cool if there really were pipes that had crap flowing in them?’“ ‘There are, dumbass, how do you think all that crap gets out of your house?’“ ‘Uh ... it doesn’t. It’s all in my basement in little jars.’ ”But beyond Beavis and Butt- head, the walls also provide a reliable indicator of what’s im­portant politically to students on campus.“They become pretty much what’s the hot topic in the news,” Stipicevich said. “During the Gulf War there were huge debates. It’s very much what’s in the news as to what’s vogue on the board.”The topic currently capturing center stage is the controversial passage of Proposition 187, which is on hold until the con­stitutionality of the law is tested. It would deny taxpayer-funded social services to illegal im­migrants.One wall-writer was succinct in voicing his opposition.“All you people who voted ‘yes’ on 187, show your convictions — start picking produce!”In another bathroom, the proposition was supported just as briefly.“Nazi! Prop. 187 is rad! And if you aren’t for it then f—k off or go home!”Attached to that comment, someone had written “Pig.”“We pay taxes to help our society better itself,” another bathroom theorist wrote. “Taxes are not to let illegals freeload in the U.S., but to build roads, feed U.S. citizens, defend the nation and aid our allies. 'There is a proper way to receive citizenship. 187 rewards cowards and thieves.”In a different stall, someone
agreed: “I believe in Prop. 187, too. I am not racist, but I don’t think taxpayers (should) pay for all the illegal immigrants’ ser­vices. Why can’t they go through legal channels to get into the country?”To an entire board filled with Proposition 187 arguments, someone added this addendum: “Y’all are suckaz. Why don’t you start carin’ for your fellow human being instead of this “I” and “we” s—« you mother f-----ers.“But Stipicevich said the line between commentary and hate speech or threatening speech is crossed occasionally.Several years ago, he said, someone threatened on a bathroom wall to climb onto the top of the U.U. and begin picking off pedestrians in the plaza with a high-powered automatic rifle.“We’re very concerned,” he said. “If someone starts talking about hate crimes and something like that, we’re going to pull that board down and pass it off to Judicial Affairs.”Director of Public Safety Joe Risser said his department also is concerned with the distinction between debate and defamation.“The issue for us is if it’s not discussion, if it’s material for hate crime, if it’s basically threatening crimes, then it’s something of concern to us in terms of us having a handle on what’s going on on campus,” he said.Risser said a statement cur­rently in one of the men’s stalls downstairs in the U.U. may bor­der on the kind of speech that would be pursued by public safety.The scrawled message reads: “I like to kill fags, it’s fun.”Stipicevich said U.U. staff members keep regular tabs on the bathroom billboards, “check­ing them for content.”Boards which are deemed too offensive are removed within about “two or three days,” he
said.To a certain extent, he said, the walls censor themselves. Be­sides the vehement responses awarded to particularly con­troversial statements, there are the generalized comments on several boards.“I have a dream!” one ob­server wi'ote. “That one day no racist remarks will be written on bathroom billboards ....”Another attacked the writers more personally: “I can’t believe Cal Poly’s admission standards have dropped so low. What a bunch of garbage. Grow up.” Stipicevich said the boards are replaced at least once a quarter. But, he said, they will
All you people who 
Voled *ye5’ on 167,5hoW
your Convictions----- -
picking produce!’’
be taken down if a major conven­tion or something of tlie r.ort io coming to Cal Poly.The ones now in the bathrooms have only been up since Nov. 10. They were replaced for the visit of the As­
sociation of College Unions Inter­national.“I think there are certain things you don’t need your guests to read,” Stipicevich said. “We don’t want the entire public knowing how offensive some of our students can be.”But overall, he said, the boards provide an opportunity for students to express pent-up feelings that may be less harmful in such a confined venue than they would be in public.
• Daily Arts Editor Pamela Slaughter contributed to this report.
LABELS; One campus organization avoids confusion and encourages unity by identifying members by common language
From page 1should find out how they want to be called,“ Abella said. Abella, a Filipino, is president of the Pilipino Cultural Exchange. “At least you can walk up to a person and ask them to find out where they are really from.“For me, its OK to generalize to a point if you are just identify­ing a person,” Abella said. “But if you want to be specific about the culture, you should ask.”But Charles Smith, president of the Society for Black En­gineers and Scientists, said it is difficult to give specific attention to a person’s varied heritage.“People have to identify every­thing and categorize people to make distinctions,” he said. “But it’s hard to make that distinction with a person who has four or five races mixed in.”Although Smith identifies with the African American cul­ture, he said he is also part Na­tive American.“No one fits a particular category,” he said. “I think we should keep in mind that we’re all human and that labeling adds to the separation and distancing of people. It creates a barrier.” But Abella said he has run into problems with people calling Filipinos “flips.”“To me that’s derogatory,” Abella said. “It was used as a negative term in the 1960s.” Abella said another common problem is that people often label people of different ethnicities — such as Japanese, Chinese and
Cambodian — under one term.“It’s fine to consider someone an Asian, but I personally would rather be called a Pacific Is­lander or a Filipino.“When it comes down to it, it is about respect,” Abella said.And Martinez said it is as­sumptions like these that can cause conflicts. It creates problems to call someone Hispanic, when that person might strongly identify him or herself with the Chicano move­ment, he said.“It is a personal choice,” Mar­tinez said. “Labeling is abusive in that it is often used as a way to pigeon- hole groups as if they were objects.Martinez is from a multicul­tural background. He is of mixed heritage, was born in the U.S., and educated in Mexico. He con­siders himself Mexican, but does not like to be called Hispanic. He said he rejects it because it was a term that was imposed on him, and because the term “Hispanic” is derived from a Latin word that was used to refer to the southeastern part of the Iberian Peninsula. Since Martinez is not from that region, the term says nothing about who he is.Many people are comfortable with the label “Hispanic” because that is what they call themsel­ves, Martinez said.“I choose to call myself Chicano because for me this label carries a concept of political awareness about a people who
have been placed on the margin, mistreated and ignored for too many years,” Martinez said.“Thus, Chicano is a label that I chose for myself, not because of my birth, but because I have made a conscious choice about who I am and what I believe.“People use labels without realizing that those labels have strong political, philosophical and ideological overtones to them,” said “Culture Lines” Managing Editor Everardo Mar- tinez-Inzunza. Martinez-Inzunza is also Cal Poly’s coordinator of multicultural programs and ser­vices.“It goes beyond an ethnic tag identifying a single group. Not everyone within a group is going to identify with a particular label,” Martinez-Inzunza said. “Using a label means making a value judgment.”La Comisión Estudiantil is the student commission on cam­pus that has come up with a progressive solution to the problem of labeling. According to Martinez-Inzunza, the group chose to adopt a unifying label that identifies its members by the common language that they share — Spanish — rather than trying to select an all-encompass­ing label on ethnicity.“Any time you start using labels, you are choosing a philosophical perspective, and there are going to be disagree­ments,” Martinez-Inzunza said. “We should focus on unity, not on labels.
“It was a gesture of unity and being able to work together,” Martinez-Inzunza said, adding that the move was in the “spirit of community” and that self- identity is still important.Martinez-Inzunza feels that La Comisión E s tu d ia n til’s decision to use their common language as a unifying factor is a progressive move.“They are accepting all three — Chicano, Hispanic and Latino, by using none of them. 'They are using their common language as their identification. They’ve removed the issue of race,” Mar­tinez-Inzunza said.There is a big difference be­tween referring to someone’s na­tional origin and someone’s political or ideological associa­tion, he said.African, African American, Cuban American, Mexican, Mexican American and Latin or Latino are all references to regional or national origins.“I could call myself Mexican American because of my national origin,” Martinez-Inzunza said. “You could be Latin American. We could both call ourselves Latino.”The difference betw een Chicano, Hispanic and Latino are political, philosophical and ideological. The term Chicano be­came popular in the ‘60s. It was a self-labeling movement, Mar­tinez-Inzunza explained.“Hispanic is a labele applied to someone else. It became popular in the 1980s with the
more conservative republicans. A lot of Chicanes denounced the term Hispanic, saying it was a sellout,” Martinez-Inzunza said.“W hat is acceptable is whatever is self-accepting by the groups within,” Martinez-Inzun­za said.Journalism professor Victor Valle attributes the complica­tions of labeling to society’s own complexity.
“ No matter who you are in a modern society, you have many identities,” Valle said. “The way people actually live can be very different from their idealized traditional culture. There is al­ways an idealized notion of the nation-state. Realistically, we’re all somewhere in between.”Valle sees society as being in a constant state of cultural tradi­tion.“'The older generation sees their traditional culture dif­ferently than  the younger generation does,” Valle said. “'They have a lot of anger because their country is no longer what they thought it was.”Valle sees ethnic identity building as part of maturation process.“Students have a legitimate com plaint th a t the school provides limited intellectual resources, classes where they get to study themselves.”
•Daily Assistant Managing Editors Cynthia L. Webb and Lisa M. Hansen contributed to this report.
